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It is well-known that various propo-
sitional program logics (like Computa-
tional Tree Logic CTL [1]) are easy to
encode into propositional µ-Calculus of
D. Kozen µC [3] due to its expressive
power. It implies that any model checker
for µC can be used for checking these
logics. But there is also interest to use
of model checking engines for simple
temporal properties for model check-
ing more complicated temporal and fix-
point properties [4, 5]. Paper [4] has pre-
sented a practical model checking meth-
od for progress properties via model
checking safety properties. Paper [5] has
demonstrated how (in principle) to use
a model checker that can solve finite
games for model checking of µC and
second order propositional program logic
2M of C. Stirling [7]. For it paper [5]
has defined a finite Hintika-like [2] game-
theoretic semantics for a very expres-
sive Second-Order Elementary Propo-
sitional Dynamic Logic (SOEPDL). Un-
fortunately, this semantics is extremely
inefficient. In the present paper we sug-
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gest and utilize more efficient game se-
mantics. We adapt definitions of µC,
SOEPDL and their models from [5].

Let M = (DM , IM ) be a model and
ξ be a normal formula of SOEPDL (i.e.
negation can occur in literals only). For
every subformula θ of ξ let F(θ) be set
of propositional variables that have free
instances in θ. Semantic game G(M, ξ)
of two players Spoiler and Duplicator is
defined as follows. Positions are (s, ψ, S)
where s ∈ DM is a state, ψ is a sub-
formula of ξ, and S : F(ψ) → 2DM is
a total function1 that maps each free
variable of ψ to S(x) ⊆ D. Spoiler and
Duplicator have moves of 4 kinds (ta-
ble 1) related conjunctive and disjunc-
tive subformulae respectively, and win
in positions of 5 kinds (table 2).

Implications of this new game-the-
oretic semantics follow. More complete
treatise on this topic can be found in
our forthcoming paper [6].

1 Here we use the following notation for
functions. First, the emptyset ∅ is a to-
tal function ∅ : ∅ → B for every set
B. Next for every two elements a and
b let (a 7→ b) : {a} → {b} be a total
function such that maps a to b. Then
assume F : A → B is a total func-
tion, C ⊂ A, and d 6∈ A and b ∈ B;
let F |C : C → B be a restriction of F
to C and Fb/d : {d} ∪ A → B be an
extension of F by Fb/d(d) = b.



Spoiler

(s, (ψ1 ∧ ψ2), S) → (s, ψi, S|F(ψi))

(s, ([a]ψ), S) → (t, ψ, S)

(s, (�ψ), S) → (t, ψ, S)

(s, (∀y.ψ), S) → (s, ψ, ST/y)

Duplicator

(s, (ψ1 ∨ ψ2), S) → (s, ψi, S|F(ψi))

(s, (〈a〉ψ), S) → (t, ψ, S)

(s, (♦ψ), S) → (t, ψ, S)

(s, (∃y.ψ), S) → (s, ψ, ST/y)
Table 1. Moves

Spoiler

(s, false, ∅)
(s, p, ∅) where s 6∈ IM (p)

(s,¬p, ∅) where s ∈ IM (p)

(s, x, (x 7→ T )) where s 6∈ T
(s,¬x, (x 7→ T )), where s ∈ T

Duplicator

(s, true, ∅)
(s, p, ∅) where s ∈ IM (p)

(s,¬p, ∅) where s 6∈ IM (p)

(s, x, (x 7→ T )) where s ∈ T
(s,¬x, (x 7→ T )), where s 6∈ T

Table 2. Winning positions

Theorem 1. Let MC be a model check-

er for the following µC-formula µ x. (p∨
〈a〉x∨ (〈b〉true∧ [b]x)) that can solve it

in linear time in size of finite model.

Then MC can be reused for checking in

all finite models all formulae of

– µC, 2M, and SOEPDL with upper

time bound f × exp(d× n);
– CTL with upper time bound f ×
exp(d).

Theorem 2.
Let MC be a model checker that can

solve AF- and EF-queries in linear time

in size of finite model. Then MC can be

reused for checking in all finite models

all formulae of

– µC, 2M, and SOEPDL with upper

time bound f2 × exp(d× n);
– CTL with upper time bound f2 ×
exp(d).

(Here d stays for number of states in
a model, f – for size of a formula, n –
for maximal number of variables that
have simultaneous free instances in any
subformula.)
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